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Dear Reader,
This issue of the Newsletter is on a topic of recent interest: Nationalism.
Since many people associate the term with Hitler, it was shocking to have
a political movement arise in this country that attached itself to the word
nationalism. But is the problem that they called themselves nationalists or
that they added the adjective “white”? The answer might be related to a
prior question: Was the Nazi name of “national socialism” a logical
connection or was the Nazi name a corruption of two terms which do not
go together?
Donald Trump injected a new prominence of “nationalism” last October
when he announced (in his inimitable syntax): “A globalist is a person that
wants the globe to do well, frankly not caring about our country so much.
And you know what? We can’t have that. You know, they have a word, it
sort of became old-fashioned. It’s called a nationalist. And I say, ‘Really?
We’re not supposed to use that word?” You know what I am? I’m a
nationalist. OK? I’m a nationalist. Use that word. Use that word.”
In that statement Trump seemed aware that nationalist had negative
connotations. But when asked by Robert Costa of the Washington Post
whether he was concerned that his use of the term nationalism might be
interpreted as coded language for racism, Trump replied he was unaware
that the term carried any racist connotations. When subsequently asked in
a press conference by Yamiche Alcindor, a black woman reporter, whether
he was concerned about possible racial implications of “nationalism,” he
screamed at her that he was insulted and that her question was racist.
Shortly after Trump’s defense of nationalism he went to Paris for a
ceremony in remembrance of the World War I armistice. President
Emmanuel Macron of France, with Trump sitting a few feet away from
him, said: “Patriotism is the exact opposite of nationalism; nationalism is
its betrayal.” Macron was echoing a remark of Charles de Gaulle in 1945:
“Patriotism puts love of country first; nationalism puts hatred of other
countries first.”
Macron and de Gaulle were perhaps not fair to how the term nationalism
has been used. There have been recent defenders of nationalism, if not the
Trump form of nationalism. David Brooks, in his NY Times column
included in this issue, surprisingly gives unqualified support to the term.
In the third essay of this issue, Yoram Hazony whose recent book The
Virtue of Nationalism is discussed in the following essay, contributes a
positive version of “American nationalism”
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THE PROBLEM WITH -ISMS
By Gabriel Moran
The problem with trying to analyze the term nationalism starts with the fact that it ends in
-ism. Most terms that refer to -isms are abstractions that an academic or political group
has invented as its preserve. Whoever wishes to argue about the meaning of the term has
to pass through the group that coined the term and asserts ownership. If they invented the
term then they are largely in control of its meaning, even after it spreads to other groups.
The second problem with terms that end in -ism is that they are built from ordinary,
concrete terms whose meanings may go back centuries. Any debate that pits two -isms
against one another will go nowhere. But if people are willing to start from and
emphasize the adjective or noun from which the -ism is abstracted there can be progress.
To use this last word for an example, a debate between progressivism vs traditionalism is
useless. But an examination of the terms progress and tradition might uncover some
common ground.
The term nation is not crystal clear in meaning but it is much more concrete in its
reference than the term nationalism. “Nation” comes from the Latin word for birth. The
word nation claims that a group of people is related by birth. Thus, a nation is thought to
be composed of, if not brothers and sisters, then at least cousins. Norman Cousins (no
pun intended) once made the claim that everybody on earth was at least a fiftieth cousin.
Even if the number is higher than fifty, it is clear that without necessarily believing in an
Adam and Eve, all humans are of the same nation or race.
The fact that all humans are cousins led the great humanist Erasmus to ask why don’t we
transfer the loyalty that people feel for their country to the whole earth. His question has
continued to be asked during the six centuries since then. Nationalists might dismiss that
question as silly and naïve. They assume we could never feel a loyalty to all people. I
suspect that the unity of all the human cousins will only become apparent after the Earth
has been invaded by Mars. Then someone at a planetary meeting might turn to another
participant and say: “So you’re an earthling? So am I.”
The origin of the family as a unit built around parent, child, and grandchild extending
outward to a few relatives is easy to understand. But how did the nation arise as a unit of
division larger than family, clan, or tribe? The immediate basis for dividing people into
“my people” and other people is the language they speak. Without a common language it
is difficult to share life’s joys and sorrows with another person. The origin of language
itself is mysterious but when a small number of people were widely scattered across the
earth, they each developed the human capacity for language in their own way.
Groups that got political power were able to impose their particular way of speaking on
others. An old saying is that a language is a dialect that had an army and a navy. That
process finally led to a “lingua franca” in the 19th century when a need was felt for a
single language that could be used around the world. As the phrase indicates, French was
thought to be the best choice for a language of international diplomacy and business. By
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that time other languages than French were so well established that no one proposed their
replacement with French. However, there have been repeated attempts since the 17th
century by young mathematicians, to create a universal language; all attempts have failed.
In the late 20th century, English largely triumphed in being what was still illogically
called the “lingua franca.” The key moment was the requirement that all the flight towers
in the world had to use English. The last outpost of resistance to that requirement was –
not surprisingly – France. English has penetrated further than any previous language but
the United States is likely wrong in expecting that everyone will eventually speak English
and that US people will have a good reason for knowing only one language. If one
language does triumph in the future that language might be Chinese not English.
The equation of a nation with any group that has a common dialect or language means
that there are thousands of nations; no one is sure how many. Woodrow Wilson. having
asserted that every people has a right to self-determination, later testified before Congress
that he had had no idea what he was saying; that is, he had no suspicion that there were
thousands of groups that called themselves a nation. The mess created by Wilson did not
stop Franklin Roosevelt and (reluctantly) Winston Churchill in 1940 from making much
the same promise in the Atlantic Charter with similar messy results.
The relation between nation and state is a big part of the problem with what nationalism
means. A state is a governing unit that has exclusive control over a particular territory.
Wilson supported a League of Nations and Roosevelt chose the name United Nations.
What they actually formed, however, was not a League or Union of nations but of states.
The organization that Roosevelt named the United Nations should logically be called the
United States; I do not think Roosevelt considered that name. There is no ambiguity
about the basis of UN membership. At the time of its founding in the 1940s, there were
about fifty states in the world; now there about 200 units that are recognized as states.
Frequently, there are references to “nation-state” which assumes a congruence of one
nation and one state but that is now very much at issue.
The most complicated arrangement of nation and state is the country with the name “The
United States of America.” The Constitutional Convention in 1787 could not agree on a
name for the new union so they adopted a name from the title of the 1776 document: “A
unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America.” They dropped the
“thirteen” and capitalized the U. That stand-in for a name was a cover up for all the
problems of uniting thirteen states. Instead of the founders creating a name for this new
state, they left the name state to the components of the federation. Until the US civil war
(which in much of the south is still called “the war between the states”) people generally
felt primary loyalty to their state rather than to the federation of states. Even today many
people have their primary loyalty to their state; they profess belief in “America” while
being alienated from the United States and its government.
The other complication with the United States of America is that it was never a single
nation. From early in the seventeenth century there was a mixture of European
immigrants in the northern part of the American continent. The English language which
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was borrowed from the mother country became the most important element for the union
of colonies that became states.
A second element besides language that was important for a nation was religion. A nation
needed to have one religion or at least one dominant religion. The US Constitution
proscribed an official national religion; it provided little guidance for the government’s
dealing with religion. The Protestant religion became the country’s unofficial religion
until the middle of the twentieth century. By the 1940s the Roman Catholic Church had
become a political force and the Supreme Court introduced a new language, that of the
separation of church and state. This European language has never made sense in the US
with its fifty states and several hundred religions that are not churches.
It is regularly pointed out that one cannot be a citizen of the world; less often is it noted
that one cannot be a citizen of a nation. Citizenship is to one of the two hundred states of
the world. In many states there is a problem that several nations were forced together by
colonial powers to form one state, A citizen of such a state may be loyal to the nation but
not to the state. As a fitting reaction today, some states that were the colonizers (France,
England, the Netherlands) now find themselves with immigrants that have a different
culture and language and form another nation within states that had been “nation-states.”
“Nationalism” gets its meaning from what it is opposed to. The most recent candidate is
“globalism,” a term that barely existed until the 1980s. Donald Trump and many other
people who are unfamiliar with the long history of nationalism assume the choice to be
nationalism or globalism. One complication, however, is that globalism is used both to
indicate a fact that all the peoples of the earth are interconnected and it is also used for
economic and political theories that emphasize that fact. A person might acknowledge the
first meaning of globalism while disagreeing with a particular theory of globalism.
Yoram Hazony’s recent book, The Virtue of Nationalism. offers a second candidate as the
opposite of nationalism: “imperialism.” The author claims that “globalism” is a cover up
for imperialism as the only alternative to nationalism. Either the nation is the best and
ultimate form of human grouping in the world or the ideal is a world government.
Hazony disdains the UN. He takes particular aim at the European Union for trying to
dissolve the nations of Europe. He argues that Hitler is mistakenly called a nationalist
when in fact he was an imperialist intent on world domination. Hazony sees the most
obvious imperialism today in the United States of America which over the past 70 years
has tried to establish a world order under its benevolent control.
A neglected term that contrasts with “nationalism” is “internationalism.” Like globalism,
internationalism can refer to a fact or to theories of how nations interact. The advantage
over globalism (or imperialism) is that it recognizes the nation or state as the basic unit of
loyalty while also recognizing that nations today necessarily interact. It is remarkable that
it was not until 1791 that the word “international” was coined by Jeremy Bentham.
Before that there was no word to describe the interaction of nations or states. Until World
War II there was not much interest in international law. Since then there has been
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increasing recognition that the world has to have an order based either on dictatorial
powers or international laws.
There is often ridicule of international law, especially in the United States. In the 1940s
the United States led the way in the formation of the United Nations and the Declaration
of Human Rights, a cornerstone of international law. Since then, the record of the US has
been spotty in upholding human rights and multi-state treaties. I taught a course for
fifteen years at NYU called “international ethics.” People would regularly say to me in a
sarcastic tone of voice: “Isn’t that an oxymoron?” To which I would reply: Perhaps it is.
Or perhaps it is one of the most important questions in the world today.
In his 1994 book, Nationalism and the State, John Breuilly describes nationalism as
opposition to the state. That seems to be the case in Kurdish opposition to the state of
Turkey, or Basque opposition to the Spanish government. However, it is also relevant to
the United States of America where people regularly refer to their “nation.” When they
refer to their state they usually mean one of the fifty units. Their opposition is to the state
that is confusedly called the United States. In this meaning of nationalism it is bizarre for
the president, who is the head of state, to proclaim himself a nationalist. But there is some
logic to his claim. The movement he has led, under the mythical meaning of “America,”
is opposed to the state of the United States, its government, and its laws.
There is also some logic for far right groups in the United States to combine the terms
white and nationalism. The movement is aimed at the United States and its government.
A nationalist movement in the United States would be difficult to organize except by
using race as the defining factor. An “American nation” which consists of people from
around the globe is difficult to imagine. It is simpler to imagine all white people as
related. In 1790 an American was defined as “a free white person.”
What is the best case to be made for nationalism? One has to start from a state imagined
as one nation or a union of nations. In discussions of how states interact with each other,
a key term is “national interest.” It is routinely asserted that nations act to serve their
national interest. The actual situation is that states have many interests; they interact with
other states while trying to balance diverse national and other interests within themselves.
States have some interests which are in competition with other states. States also have
interests that overlap the interests of other states; for example, there are overlapping
interests in environmental concerns for clean air, drinkable water and adequate food.
There are also overlapping concerns for nuclear weapons which are of no practical use
except for threats of unimaginable destruction, something that is of interest to every state.
Patriotism is an older word than nationalism with a less contentious meaning. It simply
means love for or loyalty to one’s country. Loyalty to one’s native land does not imply
disrespect for or hatred of other peoples. In fact, a test of true patriotism is that a love for
one’s place – the physical land, the people and their history – is shown by respecting the
loyalty that other people have for their place. The challenge for any self-proclaimed
nationalist is to affirm the interests of one’s own nation or state in a way that helps one’s
allies and in addition does not attack the most basic human interests of one’s adversaries.
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I AM A NATIONALIST
By David Brooks
Here’s a question: To which layer of society do you feel most attached: your
neighborhood, town, county, state, nation or humanity as a whole? I’ve put that question
to a lot of people. About 5 percent say they feel most connected to humanity as a whole.
A vast majority of the rest say their strongest attachment is to the local — their
neighborhood or town.
I get that. Though we’ve moved around a lot, my family has a clear home base. If you
start at East 15th Street in Lower Manhattan and walk two miles south, you will have
walked by where my great-grandfather had his butcher shop, where my maternal
grandfather practiced law, where my father lived during high school, where I went to
elementary school and where my youngest son now attends college. That’s five
generations within two miles. I feel a magical attachment to that neighborhood. The
blocks and street names enchant in my mind.
And yet I have to say my strongest attachment is to the nation, to the United States. You
could take New York out of my identity and I’d be sort of the same. If you took America
out of my identity I’d be unrecognizable to myself. What does this national attachment
feel like? It feels a bit like any other kind of love — a romantic love, or a love between
friends. It is not one thing that you love but the confluence of a hundred things. Yes, it is
the beauty of the Rockies, but it is not just the land. It is the Declaration of Independence,
but not just the creed. It’s winning World War II and Silicon Valley, but it is not just the
accomplishments. It is the craziness, the diversity, our particular brand of madness.
The 19th-century French philosopher Ernest Renan argued that “a nation is a soul, a
spiritual principle”: “These are the essential conditions of being a people: having
common glories in the past and a will to continue them in the present; having made great
things together and wishing to make them again. One loves in proportion to the sacrifices
that one has committed and the troubles that one has suffered.”
When I think of the great American nationalists, I think of Abraham Lincoln and
Theodore Roosevelt, A. Philip Randolph and Walt Whitman, of course, but also the wild
mixed-up urge that seizes millions to sacrifice, in sometimes opposite ways, for the
common good: Gloria Steinem as much as Phyllis Schlafly, those who stand for the
anthem and those who kneel.
Love for nation is an expanding love because it is love for the whole people. It’s an
ennobling love because it comes with the urge to hospitality — to share what you love
and to want to make more love by extending it to others. In the soul of a nationalist,
Yoram Hazony writes in his book, The Virtue of Nationalism, “there is a gratifying
tension between a person’s intense loyalty to her inherited traditions and an awareness
that there are many other traditions, similarly beautiful, but that don’t happen to be her
own.”
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In a family you can feel when love is stretched and broken. And you can feel the same
thing in the nation. Today, when bombs are sent and vitriol follows, our common
American nationalism, our mutual loyalty, is under strain. It’s threatened by extreme
individualism — people who put the needs of the individual above the needs of the
community. It’s threatened by globalists — people whose hearts have been bleached of
the particular love of place. The greatest threats come from those who claim to be
nationalists but who are the opposite.
Donald Trump says he is a nationalist, but you can’t be a nationalist if you despise half
the nation — any more than you can be a good father if you despise half your children.
You can’t be a nationalist if you think that groups in the nation are in a zero-sum conflict
with one another — class against class, race against race, tribe against tribe. You can’t be
a nationalist if you despise diversity. America is diversity; if you don’t love diversity, you
are not an American nationalist.
“We have chased metaphysical and theological abstractions from politics. What now
remains?” Renan asked. People remain. People with their same old need for belonging.
People with their same old need to dedicate their lives to something, but with the great
unifying object of love – the nation – has taken away.
If you stop the love songs to America, take the celebration of America out of public life,
you leave people spiritually bereft, robbed of a great devotion. The results are what you
see – loss of connection, a tendency to catastrophize, feelings of anger, isolation and
powerlessness. People begin to feel that the injustices in American society are the whole
and there is no hope of redemption. They get the urge to burn everything down.
American nationalism has been one of the great joys, comforts and motivators of my life.
I don’t know how anybody can live without it.
HOW AMERICA LOST ITS NATIONAL IDENTITY
By Yoram Hazony
Today, we hear the sloppy, misconceived term “white nationalism” more often than we
hear about American nationalism. And whenever the term nationalism is raised, it is often
quickly conflated with racism. This is a problem. Because it’s American nationalism that
the U.S. needs right now. Never in our lifetimes have we seen America’s various tribes so
divided, so intolerant of one another, so quick to delegitimize and even threaten violence.
The mutual loyalty that has bound Americans together as a nation seems like it is
disappearing. The bitter argument over ongoing large-scale immigration is only a proxy
for this deeper issue: Can Americans ever unite again around a shared national story? Can
they ever see themselves as brothers again?
It’s now often said that the American nation is actually an “idea” — the idea that all men
are created equal, for example, or that the powers of government derive from consent, as
suggested in the Declaration of Independence. But that isn’t any more plausible than the
racism of the alt-right. After all, if America is a handful of abstract principles drawn from
18th century Enlightenment philosophy, what are we to make of Americans who dissent
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from this philosophy — on biblical or Aristotelian, Burkean or Humean grounds? Does
philosophical disagreement mean you’re not an American? Of course not. Similarly, if a
people in a foreign land pledges allegiance to the ideals of the Declaration, does that
make them Americans? No, it doesn’t.
Most Americans remain attached to a more traditional way of understanding their nation
— one that isn’t clearly articulated very often these days. Not long ago, Americans still
possessed an intuitive understanding of nationhood whose source was in the Bible. The
King James Bible uses the terms “nation” and “people” thousands of times. Ancient
Israel was, for generations of Bible-literate Americans, the prototype of a “nation.”
While biblical nations aren’t defined by race, they are also not merely “an idea.” Biblical
Israel consists of a diversity of tribes, who are nonetheless bound to one another by
language and law, and a mutual loyalty arising from facing adversity together in the past.
American nationalists used to think of their nation in just this way: Neither as a race, nor
as an abstract “idea” — but rather as a diversity of tribes sharing a heritage and a mutual
loyalty born of a joint history. The original American states, while internally diverse,
nonetheless largely shared the English language, Protestant religion and the common law,
and had fought Britain together. The nation reflected in these characteristics was so
strong that Americans were gradually able to adopt other “tribes” into the mix: Catholics,
Jews and — with time — the African-Americans who had lived through the evils of
enslavement and segregation.
But American nationalists sought to counterbalance increasing diversity with a carefully
protected common cultural inheritance: New territories were admitted as American states
only when they had an English-speaking majority and adopted the common law. The
eradication of slavery in the South and polygamy among the Mormons was likewise the
result of a common cultural inheritance, descended from English Puritanism, which
Americans insisted on maintaining even at the price of coercion.
It was not until after World War II that these core institutions at the heart of classical
American nationalism — Biblical religion, the Anglo-American legal inheritance, and the
English language — began to fade. The disintegration of classical American nationalism,
and the consequent loosening of the bonds of mutual loyalty that had held Americans
together, has created a vacuum at the heart of American national identity. It is this
vacuum that revolutionary new theories such as “white nationalism” hope to fill.
As Americans have stopped reading the Bible, they have also lost an intuitive sense of
what a “nation” is, and of what must be done to maintain it. At a time when large-scale
immigration is at the forefront of U.S. politics, a biblically-rooted American nationalism
— one that recognizes the nation as a diversity of tribes bound together by a common
heritage and mutual loyalty — is sorely lacking from American public debate.
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